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Mark your calendar
Tuesday, January 9, 2018
NYPA Better Newspaper Contest Deadline

NYPA Spring Convention 2018
Friday & Saturday, April 13th and 14th
Hilton Albany Hotel and Conference Center

Thursday, April 12, 2018
NYPA/NYPS Boards of Directors Meetings
NYPA Foundation Board of Directors Meeting
Hilton Albany, Downtown Albany, NY
Friday & Saturday,
April 13 & 14, 2018
NYPA Spring Convention and Tradeshow
Hilton Albany, Downtown Albany, NY
Friday, June 15, 2018
NYPA/NYPS Board of Directors Meetings
NYPA Foundation Board of Directors Meeting
Straus News, 333 Seventh Ave. (6th flr.), NYC

Thursday, September 14, 2018
NYPA/NYPS Boards of Directors Meetings
NYPA Foundation Board of Directors Meeting
Montréal Marriott Château Champlain
Friday & Saturday,
September 15 & 16, 2018
NYPA Fall Conference
Montréal Marriott Château Champlain

Moving beyond the noise,
Meet the Press —
Real News,
Real Audience,
Real Results,
REALLY Important!
Amazing Value!!
Registration fees as low as $49 per person!
64 Workshops!
400+ Better Newspaper Contest Awards!
25 Trade Show Vendors!
Fabulous Friday Night Fourth Estate Gala!
Keynote Speakers:
Martin Maloney, Chris Gibson and Lincoln Millstein

Friday, November 9, 2018
NYPA/NYPS Board of Directors Meetings
NYPA Foundation Board of Directors Meeting
Straus News, 333 Seventh Ave. (6th flr.), NYC
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PANew York Press Association

CONFERENCE
TRADE SHOW
AND

If you need inspiration, motivation, innovation, or powerful
strategies, NYPA’s spring conference and trade show has
what you need.
Whether you are new to your position or have years of
expertise and knowledge, this conference will provide actionable
take-aways to improve performance.
Our comprehensive agenda has something for everyone.
64 workshops, 2 keynote speakers, contest awards, innovative
tradeshow vendors, networking functions and more!
Participate in discussions on new and emerging technology
and trends. Learn new tricks. Network with colleagues.
Share best practices and great ideas.

Special keynote address:
Lincoln Millstein — SVP and special assistant to the CEO,
Hearst Newspapers: “Print will save the newspaper industry”
Don’t miss this compelling luncheon speech Saturday at noon.
Take advantage of our special “BRING THE TEAM!” discount
packages – as low as $49 per person for 64 workshops!!

For reporters:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Investigative reporting
FOIL Open Government
Libel
Online public records resources
Reporting for narrative content
Time management
Mobile video

For editors:
•
•
•
•
•

Using analytics to drive newsroom decisions
Monetizing local sports coverage
Why journalism matters
Coaching writers
How your website design affects audience interaction

•
•
•
•
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Transforming newsrooms for the age of the smartphone
Website design critiques
Do more by learning when to say no
Social media’s impact on the future of newspapers

For publishers:
• Identifying and building new audiences
• Easy to execute consumer marketing for
acquisition and retention
• Monetizing email newsletters
• Diversifying revenue
• Data benchmarking
• When digital disruption comes to town
• Ticketing for dollars
• Events: what to do, what not to do – lessons learned

For ad reps:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Powerfully persuasive telephone skills
Laser listening
Prospecting and goal setting
Maximizing print revenue in the digital age
Ad sales 101
Digital dollars

For ad managers:
• Hiring, sculpting and retaining an A-Team
• 12 ideas to drive revenue
• What your salespeople are doing v.
what they should be doing
• How to get from where you are to where you need to be
• What to look for when recruiting top salespeople
PLUS… Two days of technology training from
Russell Viers, Video, Photography and Design workshops,
Editors’ roundtable, Publishers’ roundtable, Innovative
ad ideas.
Conference registration and hotel reservation
information are available online at www.nynewspapers.com .
Don’t delay! Make your hotel reservations today.
The hotel reservation deadline to take advantage of our
special group rates is March 23rd, but the rates are subject
to availability so reserve your rooms today.
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Friday, April 13, 2018
PUBLISHING

NEWSROOM

8:00am - 9:00am
9:00am
10:30am

Opening Continental Breakfast in Tradeshow Area

Investigative Journalism Panel
Kirsten Lombardi, Susan Fernes
and Dave Levinthan

10:30am - 10:45am

10:45am
12:00pm

2:15pm
3:30pm

Robert Cintron

The Newspaper
Sur-THRIVAL Guide

John Winn Miller

Tom Yunt

Digital Journalism

Monetizing
Email Newsletters

Red Alert: Prepping
for Breaking News

Carolyn Kylstra

Travis Smith

David Walsh

Lunch/Better Newspaper Contest Awards

Open Government Laws / FOIL

Knowing When to Say No!

Robert Freeman

Kristen Hare

Growing Circulation:
Email Marketing, Acquisition,
Retention and Direct Mail

Publishers’ Roundtable

Angie Lyons

3:30pm - 3:45pm
3:45pm
5:00pm

Mark Kramer

Social Media’s Impact on the
Future of Newspapers

Coffee Break

USPS: Newspaper
Forward Thinking

12:15pm - 2:00pm

A Narrative Journalism How To

Afternoon Break — “Ice Cream Stand”

Libel Hotline
Alia Smith/Richard Weber

Metrics to Magnify
Your Journalism

Foundation Support
for Local Journalism

Liz Worthington

Teresa Gorman

Revenue Diversification
Brian Jarvis

Saturday, April 14, 2018
PUBLISHING

NEWSROOM

7:30am - 9:00am
9:00am
10:30am

Better Newspaper Contest Awards Breakfast —— CHRIS GIBSON

Monetizing Local
Sports Coverage

3:45pm
5:00pm

Cinematic Stories
Jacqui Banaszynski

David Ho

Deb Fellows

Data Benchmarking
Dolph Tillotson

Vet Your Own Story:
Verification Using Online
Public Records Resources

Audience Development
Rich Bobe

Caryn Baird

Lunch/Better Newspaper Contest Awards —— LINCOLN MILLSTEIN

50 Apps in 30 Minutes
(+ 30 Minutes of Other Cool Stuff)
David Ho

3:30pm - 3:45pm

Online Event Ticket Sales
Market Opportunity

Coffee Break

Mobile is Now:
Transforming Newsrooms
for the Age of the Smartphone

12:15pm - 2:00pm
2:15pm
3:30pm

Jacqui Banaszynski

Steven Ludwig

10:30am - 10:45am

10:45am
12:00pm

Coaching Writers

Time Management
Greg Stewart

Using Analytics to Drive
Newsroom Decisions

When Digital Disruption
Comes to Town

Carlos Virgen

Damian Radcliffe

Afternoon Break — “Doubleday”

Editors’ Roundtable

Why Journalism Matters
Lolly Bowean

What Newspapers Must Do
to Keep Public Notices
Brad Thompson
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DESIGN/VIDEO

8:00am - 9:00am
9:00am
10:30am

Digital Marketing
Services Panel

How to Identify
Top Performers

Al Getler

Thomas E. Schoenfelder

Power Persuasion

Maximizing Your Print Revenue
in the Age of Digital

Everything You Want
to Know About Fonts,
But Were Afraid to Ask
Russell Viers

Maximizing Your Video
Resources and Revenue
Mike Strain

10:30am - 10:45am

10:45am
12:00pm

Maura Schreier-Fleming

Al Getler

Everything You Want to Know
About Working with Color
in the Creative Cloud,
But Were Afraid to Ask
Part I

Digital Storytelling
Scott Mayerowitz

Russell Viers

12:15pm - 2:00pm
2:15pm
3:30pm

Laser Listening
Maura Schreier-Fleming

Twelve Ideas
That Drive Revenue
Tom Yunt

Everything You Want to Know
About Working with Color
in the Creative Cloud,
But Were Afraid to Ask
Part II

Web Design that
Engages Audiences
Emily Van Duyn

Russell Viers

3:30pm - 3:45pm
3:45pm
5:00pm

Prospecting for New
Business - Goal Setting
Maura Schreier-Fleming

Events: To Do or Not Do…
and How to Do It
Dan Cotter

ADVERTISING

Simple InDesign Type
Design Tricks to Liven
Up Your Pages and Ads
Russell Viers

TECHNOLOGY

Don’t Kill the
Golden Goose
Adrian Norris

DESIGN/VIDEO

7:30am - 9:00am
9:00am
10:30am

Sell Audience
Charity Huff

What Your Salespeople Should
Be Doing v. What
They’re Actually Doing
Dan Cotter

Implementing a Parallel
Workflow with InDesign, InCopy,
Bridge, Word, and/or Excel
Part I
Russell Viers

How to Keep Yourself Inspired Visually
After 20 Years at the Same Paper,
Covering the Same Annual Events,
All While Dealing With Staff Cutbacks
Stephen Thornton

10:30am - 10:45am

10:45am
12:00pm

Wanna Hit Your 2018
Stretch Revenue Goals?
Charity Huff

How to Get Your Salespeople
from Here to Where
They Need to Be
Dan Cotter

Implementing a Parallel
Workflow with InDesign, InCopy,
Bridge, Word, and/or Excel
Part II

Building Trust
Stephen Thornton

Russell Viers

12:15pm - 2:00pm
2:15pm
3:30pm

Show Me The Money!

Next Generation Advertising

Charity Huff

Rich Bobe

Building InDesign Pages
Quicker Using Master Pages,
Snippets, and Libraries, My!

GIF, Memes and
Animations

Russell Viers

John Smock

Adjusting .jpgs, .tiffs, and
Raw Files Easier and Faster
with the Camera Raw Filter

Mobile Best Practices
and Idiosyncrasies

3:30pm - 3:45pm
3:45pm
5:00pm

Ad Managers’ Roundtable

Innovative Ad Project

Russell Viers

John Smock
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By PETER WAGNER

Some newspapers need a lot more “news.”
ot all newspapers are dead and the
printed newspaper business is not
doomed. However, many editors and
publishers, hearing the “sky is falling”, have
hurt the industry by cutting content, news
hole and subscriber value. Instead, they
should have increased interest with more
local content. Newspapers remain the one
necessary media in their community.
Newspapers provide the important, uniquely
exclusive role of serving as a community’s
fact checker, cheerleader and creator of
consensus. Too many pundits put local and
metro papers in the same category but the
home-owned, hometown community paper
has the advantage. Metro papers have

N

traditionally depended on their wire service
and national news to fill their pages. That
made sense when the afternoon daily was the
only source of current war news, Washington
happenings, National League updates and
the stock market reports. Now most of that
information is available 24/7 on the cable
news channels, computer, social media and
satellite radio. Local news and human
feature stories, meanwhile, can be elusive in
metro markets. Attempting to please a metro
area that sometimes covers hundreds of
square miles, it can be difficult to track down
sufficient inches of local interest news and
features to satisfy a subscriber base.
IT1S ALL ABOUT CONTENT
Community newspapers, however, filled
with well crafted stories about local issues,
school sports and activities, a strong editorial
page, interesting personality features and
local ads can still attract and keep a large
audience. There’s a huge difference
between
local news
coverage in
community
papers and
big city
dailies. It’s
summed up
in local
names,
stories and
hard work.
Local
newspapers
do more than
just report on
the latest city
council
meeting or who
had tea with
whom. The
exceptional

ones, those making money, provide much
needed services to the community: They
inform but they also entertain. They write
local history and provide keepsakes for the
refrigerator door.
Local newspapers are the community’s
cheerleader. They explain big ideas and help
the reader understand the reason something
should or should not change in their
respective community. They share
information that helps lead the way for ideas
and projects.
Most important of all, local community
newspapers educate. They update the reader
on the proposed cost of an upcoming street
project, the winning play at last Friday’s high
school football game, the appointment of a
new minister at the Methodist Church, what’s
playing at the hometown movie house and the
price of fresh strawberries at the town’s
supermarket.
“I keep telling my readers and
customers,” Matt Paxton, Publisher of the
Lexington, VA News-Gazette, once told me,
“that they should not include the NewsGazette a part of that failing group of a few
metro newspapers they keep hearing about”.
SECRETS FOR REACHING
MORE READERS
The name of the game is “reaching
readers”. In today’s fast paced culture that
means providing subscribers tighter, shorter,
better written stories presented on imaginatively designed pages. It means stepping
away from the inverted paragraph to make
the stories more readable, enticing and fun to
read. Today’s population wants immediate
gratification and aren1t willing to plow
through 40 inches of body copy to capture
the essence of the story. Ask former and
current subscribers in your community what
upsets them about your newspaper and newspapers in general and this is what you1ll hear:
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SECRETS OF DESIGN
Readers have a short attention span. Even
the best writing has to be presented in an
interesting way with multiple points of entry.
These include large, interesting photos with cut
lines that include unique additional
information, well honed headlines and
subheads, quote boxes, stat boxes, sidebars
and graphics.
Remember, there are many ways to share
a story. We live in a hectic, busy world with
limited time for all the learning and
1 Read your newspaper’s
classified ads. You’ll be entertainment activities available to us. Not
surprised by what you’ll every story has to be long to be good. Shorter
can often be better. Use illustrations, graphics,
find that will lead to a
photos and other design elements to share
great story.
additional details.
2 Pay special attention to
But most of all, get out of the office and
what is discussed before
experience
life in your city. Chuck Palahniuk,
and after the council,
author and freelance journalist offers this
school board or county
suggestion: “Have your adventures, make your
supervisor meeting.
mistakes and choose your friends poorly all
Some of the best story ideas
these make for great stories.”
pop up outside of the official
discussion.
We all depend on each other to improve the
3 Take time to check out the local school future of newspapers. Every great newspaper
with lively, comprehensive local content lifts
newspaper, church bulletin, business
the entire industry. Only the local newspaper
mailings and emails and club
and organization newsletters you come can create a real sense of community and
consensus. The local newspaper is the only
across. You’ll be rewarded with both
broadcaster in town. Radio stations have
news stories worth reporting and
become narrowcasters with limited impact on
some unique personality features.
only the audience their musical format attracts.
4 Join the local business leaders who
Television has become fractured with over
meet for coffee weekday mornings. Say 100 channels splitting the audience into small
little and keep your ears open.
demographic groups.
You’ll hear about what is really going
Newspapers have to remain true to their
on in the community.
calling. Only the hometown newspaper
5 Drive to work along a different route
continues to reach the broad market with
every morning. It is the best way to
quality content that the subscriber wants
stay on top of new construction,
and needs.
destruction, development and unrest.
The trick is to find those
stories that encourage
conversation but are often
missed by even the most
experienced reporter. My son
Jay P. Wagner, one-time editor
of our N’West Iowa REVIEW
and later a reporter for two
daily newspapers, often
shared these story finding
ideas with rookie reporters:

• Today’s newspapers lack sense of
passion. Too many articles are clichéloaded and nothing more than coldly
reported facts. Good reporting, they’ll tell
you, includes solid research, great insight
and heartfelt story-telling.
• There are two types of stories: hard news
and features. Today’s editors don’t
understand the difference between a hard
news story and a feature story. A great
paper needs both. The first might be the
report on the latest city council meeting.
The second is a story about a kid in a
wheelchair playing pee-wee basketball.
• Many youthful and even older readers
think newspapers have become boring
and set in their ways. Readers want
tidbits and insights they can use to start a
conversation at the water cooler. That’s
why the police report is always well read
in any paper.

6 Make sure you are always accessible.
Provide after-hour contact information
to all key sources such as the fire
department and local and county law
enforcement agencies.

— Peter W. Wagner is founder and publisher of The N’West Iowa
REVIEW which has been selected NNA’s General Excellence
winner 17 times in its circulation class. The material in this
article was taken, in part, from his “Mind Your
p’s and q’s” publishing seminar currently being presented at
various newspaper association conventions and group meetings.
Peter can be reached at pww@iowainformation.com
or 712-348-3550.
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By RASMUS HOUGAARD, JACQUELINE CARTER, and VINCE BREWERTON

Why do so many managers forget
they’re human beings?

Be personal
Bob Chapman, CEO of Barry Wehmiller, a global
manufacturing company, and author of Everybody Matters,
has gone to great lengths to instill truly human leadership
within the company. For all decisions being made, that has
impact on employees, he asks himself: If my child or parent
or good friend worked here, would they appreciate this
decision? In this way he makes any managerial decision a
personal question. He moves it from a tactical domain to an
emotional domain, to make sure he is not blindsided by his
status and power. Try the same when making decisions
affecting your people. Put yourself in their shoes and
imagine they are family members or friends.

Be self-aware

I

n our assessments, surveys, and interviews of
over a thousand leaders, many comments stood
out, but one in particular was especially
powerful and thought-provoking. “Leadership
today,” Javier Pladevall, CEO of Volkswagen Audi
Retail in Spain, told us, “is about unlearning
management and relearning being human.”
What Javier means is, the power of leadership
lies in our abilities to form personal and meaningful
bonds with the people whom we lead. This is truer
now than ever, as millennials are becoming the
majority population in most companies. Millennials
are not satisfied with only a paycheck, bonus, and
benefits. They want meaning, happiness, and
connectedness, too.
The problem is about 70% of leaders rate
themselves as inspiring and motivating – much in
the same way as we all rate ourselves as great
drivers. But this stands in stark contrast to how
employees perceive their leaders. A survey
published by Forbes found that 65% of employees
would forego a pay raise if it meant seeing their
leader fired, and a 2016 Gallup engagement survey
found that 82% of employees see their leaders as
fundamentally uninspiring. In our opinion, these two
things are directly related.

There is a vast upside to human leadership.
As data from McKinsey & Company shows, when
employees are intrinsically motivated, they are
32% more committed and 46% more satisfied with
their job and perform 16% better.
As human beings, we are all driven by basic
needs for meaning, happiness, human
connectedness, and a desire to contribute
positively to others. And leaders that truly
understands these needs, and lead in a way that
enables these intrinsic motivations, have the keys
to enable strong loyalty, engagement and
performance. As leaders, we must be humans
before managers.
Our research showed that a global movement
is taking place in the C-suites of thousands of
progressive organizations like Accenture, Marriott,
Starbucks, Microsoft, and LinkedIn. The leaders of
these organizations ask themselves “How can we
create more human leadership and people-centered
cultures where employees and leaders are more
fulfilled and more fully engaged?”
Based on our work in creating more human
leaders, here are a few tips:

Leadership pioneer Peter Drucker said, “You cannot
manage other people unless you manage yourself first.”
In a recent article, we shared how one CEO greatly
enhanced the engagement and performance of the teams of
the bank he leads, by becoming more self-aware. The story
exemplifies how leadership starts with understanding and
leading yourself. When you understand yourself, you are
better able to understand and empathize with the people
you lead, and in turn lead for their intrinsic motivation.
Good leadership starts with self-awareness, and selfawareness can be greatly enhanced through the practice
of mindfulness.

Be selfless
Dominic Barton, global managing director of McKinsey
& Company, says that selflessness is the foundation of good
leadership. Leadership is not about you, but about the
people and the organization you lead. With selflessness, you
take yourself out of the equation and consider the long-term
benefits of others. Selflessness does not mean you become
a doormat for others and refuse stand up for yourself.
Selflessness comes out of self-confidence and self-care.
Here is a simple way of checking whether you are selfless
in your leadership: When you make decisions, check your
motivation; are you doing it for personal gain, or for the
benefits of others?

Be compassionate
Compassion is the intention to bring happiness to others.
If you have ever had a leader that was compassionate, you
will know what it feels like. The person has your back.
The person has your interest in mind. And, as a result, you
feel safe, trusted, loyal, and committed. When it comes to
leadership, nothing beats compassion. It is a universal
language that is understood by anyone, anywhere. If you
want to bring more compassion into your leadership, make
a habit of asking one simple question whenever you engage
with anyone: How can I help this person have a better day?
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By SIRI HOLSTAD JOHANNESSEN, SIDNEY JOHAN CLAY GLASTAD, and MARIUS THORKILDSEN
Head of Sales and Marketing, Digital Marketing, and Digital Engagement Manager — Schibsted Norway

Aftenposten stopped chasing Facebook
reach, brought in US$500,000 extra annually

F

or a long time, our Facebook efforts were
all about growing arbitrary numbers. We
wanted likes and comments, we looked for
shares and those heart-eyed emoticons, and we
optimised for views and clicks. For many
newsrooms — ours included — reach and
clicks were the focal points of social media
strategies.
Two years ago we decided to make
a change.
The situation was dire. We were losing our
ability to monetise advertising. The global
behemoths, Facebook and Google, were making
better advertising products than us and
demoncratized the buying process. No wonder
advertisers went for it.
As a result, we made less money from
advertising and became less reliant on getting a
lot of people to do one thing for a small profit
per action. As luck would have it, the whole
advertising downturn proved to be a perfect
opportunity for us to shift our focus from
growing the number of clicks to growing the
number of subscribers.
Looking at subscribers as our key
performance indicator (KPI) turned out
to be motivating for the entire
organisation. We started measuring each
content piece on how many subscribers that
specific content added to the whole, and
provided the editorial staff with a dashboard
where this could be monitored in real-time.
To focus on conversion, we had to make
Facebook visible as a contributing channel to
all stakeholders. We created the “Insight”
dashboard where every single paywall-enabled
article was listed with stats showing how many
sales it generated and from which channel. It
also showed how well it created circulation.
Journalists felt pride in being able to
contribute to the newspaper’s business model
by adding subscribers. The new KPI proved

their articles were so interesting that they
motivated readers to pay for their news.
More importantly, it gave us an
opportunity to start experimenting with
Afterposten’s Facebook account
without fear of poetentially losing
traffic or reach.
To gain subscribers, we started with the
basics. We used conversion data from our
site to determine which articles were top
converters. We hypothesised they would be
effective at converting even when exposed to
more people.
Facebook was chosen for two reasons: It
has the reach (85% of all Norwegians are on
Facebook) and it has a native ads product
suitable to our content. This simple step gave
us a steady 200 extra subscribers every
week.
From there we started to experiment
with how we could engage our existing
subscribers. One of our main challenges
when rapidly growing our subscriber base is
to make sure new subscribers use the
product and experience value for money.
Through Facebook’s custom audience
feature, we were able to locate our
subscribers on the Web site and reach them
with engaging content or concrete call to
actions such as “download our app” or
“attend our event.”
In both reaching new audiences and
engaging our existing subscribers, it was
crucial to define what type of engagement on
Facebook is valuable to us. We found that
likes, comments, and shares had no
correlation with our effectiveness in reaching
business goals.
In addition, several studies have proven
social engagement is a poor analogue for
sales or branding KPIs. We had to look at
more concrete actions that provided us with
more ways of reaching subscribers.

The last two years have proved two
hypotheses:
1. Our journalists produce content that is so good
readers become subscribers just to read it.
2. The more contact points and relevant
engagement we create with our subscribers, the
more likely it is they will stay on as subscribers.
Now we’re looking to prove a third hypothesis:
whether reader frequency over time will make
readers more likely to become subscribers.
Rather than measuring how many people each
piece of content reaches, we want to measure how
many times we can reach potential subscribers with
a content piece. This goes beyond just Facebook, but
it will certainly be an important channel.
The theory is we need to warm up our
readers with content before we try to convert
them into subscribers. Therefore, we will start
serving readers with content pieces so they pass a
“critical mass” of read articles. When this happens,
we will provide them with a relevant sales message.
We believe this will increase the conversion
rates on our sales efforts, and, more importantly
create more high-quality conversions as these are
readers who have started forming a habit of reading
aftenposten.no. Through this, we hope we will see a
drop in churn rates and an increase in the lifetime
value of a subscriber.
Working with a platform like Facebook that is
so thoroughly out of our control is challenging. The
kind of articles and videos Aftenposten’s excellent
journalists create encourage the kind of social media
engagement that was sought after for many years.
However much the platform wants us to keep
our eyes on likes and comments, it’s important to
understand if there is an actual correlation between
these KPIs and your business objective. In our case,
there is none. That makes it easy to focus on the
KPIs that matter to us and that we can see actually
affects our business KPIs.
— frederic.fillouz!mondaynote.com
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By TIM GALLAGHER

Business of news: Rooted in their communities,
local newspapers are still optimistic

S

tart the press: We’ve got some good news
about local newspapers.

Ali and Radcliffe will soon release two major
studies on the state and future of America’s small
newspapers for their fellowship at the Tow Center
for Digital Journalism at Columbia University.
They started the study because, “our community
of researchers, industry watchers, commentators,
reporters, etc. had stopped talking about the
future of local news and we wanted to join those
working to rekindle the conversation,” said Ali.

The key issue for them — whether in print in
person or online — is to be a part of the community
conversation. But Ali cautioned, “There is a
moment, right now that small market newspapers
need to capitalize on. Online hyperlocal news sites
have not moved into the small-town space just yet,
but they will, and when they do, these newspapers
will face competition for the first time in a while.
They need to start these experiments now.”

The study seeks to answer two questions:
“What is the state of small newspapers?”
and “How are small market newspapers
responding to the challenges and opportunities of
transitioning to digital?”

The biggest challenge faced by small
newspapers is attracting that smart young person to
a small-town newspaper job. They have more
options these days.

The short answers are “hanging in there with
hope and hard work” and “if there are 7,071
small newspapers, there are 7,071 answers to the
question.”

Local community newspapers should be
optimistic. “Or, perhaps better put, not
pessimistic,” said Dr. Christopher Ali, who is,
with a partner, conducting a major study on
small newspapers.

Small newspaper leaders told the researchers
they understand the business is not what it once
was, but they are passionate about what they do,
passionate about their communities and “many of
them are making it work.”

“Small market newspapers are a field that gets
brushed aside all too often,” Ali said. More than
96 percent of America’s 7,071 daily and weekly
newspapers are less than 50,000 circulation. “This
is not a forgotten minority of papers, but a silent
majority. A majority that we never hear from, and
who seldom get to speak to a national audience.”

They are vital in their community because
many are the only source of local news. While
national media struggles with claims of bias and
fake news, they are trusted by their local
communities who rely on hard copies of the print
edition. “Small market newspapers are a beast
entirely different from their metro/national
counterparts — in terms of their communities of
readers, their advertisers, and their content. Local
journalism is rooted in a specific community in
the way that national journalism cannot be.”

If you have not heard of Ali and his research
partner, Professor Damian Radcliffe at the
University of Oregon, you soon will. For the past
year, they have been studying the state of small
newspapers. Ali has never worked in a newsroom
but has been studying local media for years.
He is an assistant professor in media studies at
the University of Virginia and holds a Ph.D. in
communications from the Annenberg School for
Communication. Read his book, “Media Localism:
The Policies of Place”.

As for the digital side, it is everything from a
PDF of the page posted to a website to some
vigorous experiments. Their answers are a
product of knowing their audience demands and
their staffing limitations. In the meantime, they
are learning lessons from digital delivery by the
major metros.

Ali said one of their key findings is “small
market newspapers perform a different type of
journalism. It’s a local journalism that is entirely
community focused. Often these reporters and
editors are balancing the commitment to
journalistic excellence with the commitment
they’ve made to their communities. In editorial
content, what this can mean is a search for
solutions as part of the reporting process, rather
than simply a focus on problems.
“These papers understand that they are a part of
and not separate from their communities, and with
that comes a level of responsibility to doing your
part to help the community succeed (again, without
compromising journalistic integrity). It’s a
challenging balancing act and we do not give
nearly enough credit to those reporters and editors
whom perform it.”
Look for their study to be released soon.
Tim Gallagher is president of The 20/20 Network, a
public relations and strategic communications firm.
He is a former Pulitzer Prize-winning editor and
publisher at The Albuquerque Tribune and the
Ventura County Star newspapers. Reach him at
tim@the2020network.com.
— Reprinted from Editor & Publisher
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By KIRSTEN BALLARD

Newspaper inserts influence shopping
and drive newspaper consumption habits

I

n their latest one-pager,
the results of two Morning Consult
studies, commissioned by the
News Media Alliance in December
2017 and January 2018, paint a
picture of American consumers’ use
of the newspaper for deals and
coupons, as well as how newspaper
inserts affect planned and actual
shopping behavior.
— Reprinted from NewsMedia Alliance

Surveys conducted by Morning Consult for News Media Alliance.
December 5-8, 2017, 2,193 US Adult respondents. Margin of error +/- 2%;
January 11-14, 2018, 2,201 US Adult respondents. Margin of error +/- 2%.
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By BILLY BAKER

Making his phone dumber was
the smartest thing he ever did

bad — the endless potential for distraction that took
me out of moments I should not be leaving.
For a good long while now, it has felt to me like
opening the fridge when you aren’t really hungry, and
you end up eating something you don’t need.
And I was opening the fridge over and over and
over and over.
So, like a good American, I made a New Year’s
resolution. I was going to go on a smartphone diet, and
I would do it by turning my smartphone into a much
dumber phone.
Step one was to get on the scale, to get a starting
point, so I began using an app called Moment that
tracks how much you use your smartphone. It also
tracks your “pickups” — the number of times you
activate the screen.
My numbers were horrifying. I was averaging
about 5 1/2 hours a day — one day it was close to
9 — and about 80 pickups, which is about once every
10 minutes I’m awake.

O

ne morning in the fall of 2008, I
interviewed an MIT professor named
Sherry Turkle at a cafe on Newbury Street.
Turkle is a well-known scholar on the intersection
of humans and technology, and we spent much of
the conversation talking not about her past
research but about her newest obsession, the
small device she kept turning over in her hand.
It was an iPhone 3G, which she and millions of
other people had just acquired.
The 3G was the second iPhone model, but the
first with the all-important GPS, and its arrival
was the moment smartphones seemed to go from
rare to everywhere.
Turkle was raving about it, and her curious
mind was asking all sorts of questions about the
impact it might have. But there was no question
in her mind that I had to get one. She insisted.
After the interview was over, I went outside,
reached in my pocket to pull out my trusty old
flip-phone, and as I did, it went flying out of my
hands, somersaulted high into the air, and
smashed into several pieces on a Back Bay
sidewalk.

I took it as fate. So I got an iPhone.
Its impact on my life was immediate. Just a
few days later, I had a vivid experience that
revealed how quickly I had become attached to it.
I was walking down the street when I got caught
in a downpour, so I stopped under an awning,
reached for my new iPhone, and began furiously
flipping through the apps with a strange
frustration, as if I was expecting the phone to have
some sort of solution for the rain. Was I looking for
an umbrella app?
Very quickly, we as a society learned that the
smartphone was capable of making us do dumb
things. Within three years, Turkle had written a
book titled “Alone Together: Why We Expect
More from Technology and Less from Each
Other.” The cover featured photos of people
walking through the world with their heads down
in their phones.
The capabilities of a smartphone, of course,
are unmatched in human history. Never have we
had such portable potential in our pockets. But for
me at least, the good was in constant war with the

Even more horrifying: I was not atypical. There
are a ton of studies on screen time, with varying
results for different demographics, but my usage was
only slightly above what appeared to be “normal” for
an adult. (I’ll defend myself here and say my numbers
were slightly skewed during the measurement period
because I let myself go a bit the way you do when
you’re about to start a diet.)
To cut those numbers way down, I knew I needed
more than willpower. I had to get the junk food out of
the house.
So I installed an app called Freedom, which I’d
been using on my laptop for years and was thrilled to
learn is now available for smartphones. Freedom is
quite simple. You tell it what to block, set a timer,
and that’s it. I had long used it to turn my laptop
into a glorified typewriter, and it was amazing how
much writing I could get done in a few hours when
the distractions of the Internet were no longer a
click away.
It works much the same for a phone. The app has
a recommended list of the big time-wasters such as
Facebook, Twitter, Gmail, LinkedIn, Instagram,
Netflix, Reddit, Tinder, Apple News, and YouTube,
and you just slide a bar to block the ones you want out
of reach. Or you could add your own sites (or just
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block all apps and websites). There’s even a bar
you can slide to block all politics. I slid that bar.
The other thing I did was turn my phone to
grayscale, which is a popular hack people are
using to cut down on screen time because you’d
be amazed by how much less appealing a phone is
without all those colorful icons that are designed
to make you want to click. There are tons of
websites that will walk you through the steps to do
this, and you can set a shortcut so that three clicks
on the home button will restore the color, should
you want to watch a video or look at photos.
So I created my own personal blocklist on
Freedom, set the timer for 24 hours at a time, the
longest allowable, turned the phone to grayscale,
and set off.

My phone could
still do all of the things that I
think of as positives (or, at least, did
not feel like problems for me). I can still use
my GPS for directions, and text my friends, and email, and search the Web for answers to questions.
I still listen to music and podcasts (“Moment”
only counts the time your screen is actually on,

not the time the audio is playing). What I no
longer do is mindlessly follow my dumb thumb
through what had become an unconscious routine
nearly every time I turned on the phone —
Facebook, e-mail, news, sports, back to Facebook
to see if anything had changed in the two minutes
since I was last there…
I’ve been on my diet for about six weeks now,
and the numbers on the scale are dramatically
better. My average daily usage is now under 90
minutes. Most days it’s closer to an hour, but
occasionally I’ll have a day when work demands
or GPS directions drag my average up. My
“pickups” have dropped to 20 on a typical day;
I’m simply opening the fridge less.
As a result, I have essentially given myself
the gift of four free hours each day. That is
staggering.
What have I done with all that
extra time? Well, it’s
surprising.
I’ve begun
the
monumental
task of finally
cleaning out my
basement. I’ve read books. I
have used my phone as an actual
telephone to call old friends. I’ve experienced
quiet solitude. I did a woodworking project with
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my kids, who have received so much more of my
actual attention, not just my presence in the room.
This is pathetic but true. I am of the generation
that goes to great lengths to control screen time for
our children, but rarely for ourselves.
Occasionally on this journey, I have
experienced something I had practically forgotten
about — I’ve been bored. And it has been amazing.
I forgot how much creativity is born of boredom.
Best of all, I’m learning new habits. Sometimes,
my 24-hour Freedom timer will go off and I’ll
neglect to reset it, but I still don’t dumb-thumb
through my old time wasters. I don’t miss any
of them.
Sure, there are still days when I pig out on
smartphone junk food. A few weeks ago there was a
moment when my phone notified me that my
Freedom session had ended, and I stupidly opened
my phone and started thumbing through the road to
nowhere. Two hours later, I knew entirely too much
about a sports radio commentator who had called
Tom Brady’s daughter a pissant.
You think you’re just going to eat one chip
but then you eat the entire bag.
I reset the timer and went back to my Freedom.
— Reprinted from the Boston Globe
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By PETER WAGNER

Page design was easier in the old days
desired readership. “For the main
package in this Most Moisture Ever
example I had only stock snow photos to
work with for art. At that time (March),
snow didn’t seem super relevant since the
title was Most Moisture Ever, not Most
Snow Ever. Therefor I wanted to make sure
the headline and art were both portraying
the same message, which is how I arrived
at raindrops.

century ago, when newspapers printed
their pages with nothing but black ink
and included few pictures or
illustrations, creating the average page
layout was easy. The back shop would start
with six extremely wide blank columns and
fill them with as much body type as possible.
Often the only story separation came in
various headlines. Many of those headlines
would be hyphenated in the strangest places.

A

“I used two shades of
blue to add some visual
interest to what could have
been a very black and white
page. To ensure the shape
around the body copy was
recognized as a raindrop, I
gave the main package ample
white space and I repeated the
raindrop shape throughout the
rest of the story. There is even
a raindrop behind the large
capital letter at the front of the
story as a point of entry”

But computer composition, offset
printing and a much more
sophisticated audience has
changed all that. Today1s page
layouts must be hip, colorful,
informative, truly interesting and
capable of attracting the reader1s
attention.
The challenge of community
newspaper design is more than just
being contemporary and visually
exciting. Today1s active lifestyle
constantly pulls the newspaper
reader1s attention away from even the
shortest story. That1s why all wellplanned page design includes
numerous points of entry to redirect
the reader back time and again into the
story. These points of entries can
include a large letter at the beginning of
certain paragraphs, quote blocks,
quizzes, sub-heads, supportive sidebars,
photo cutline, graphs and illustrations to
name a few. The more points of entry, the
more likely a reader will read the article
from beginning to end. I asked Briana
(Bri) Harrell, our lead page designer,
about the process she goes through to
create strong page designs for our N’West
Iowa REVIEW. The goals, she told me,
are many. Well-crafted pages need to be
attractive, interesting and informative as
well as fair and balanced. The elements

must work
together to
make every story personable and an
enjoyable read.
“Front pages can be very difficult
to design,” Bri shared. “I usually
start with 3 to 5 stories for a front page
because I1m working with limited real
estate. We lose a lot of space to the
masthead at the top of the page and
strip ad at the bottom. It can be a
balancing act to make sure each story
has enough text and art to assure the

“For the secondary stories,
I used visuals to help break up
the text and add balance to the
page. These visuals included a
map, a telling number and a
teaser driving people online.
“Not all front pages are created
equal. We tend to make our sports
section fronts less feature heavy, but
many of the same design rules apply.
You need to start your play of the main
package above the fold and use
headlines and subheads and other
standard elements as points of entry.
It is important to work your design so
not to have butting headlines.
“The main package on this sports
cover has minimum but effective design
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By PAUL BOYLE

elements. The color scheme is red and
blue to go with the story about a man
from our coverage area running for the
USA in South Korea. The runner is
cutout because the background of the
photo was very busy and I wanted to
focus more on the individual. I placed an
arrow behind him to both add movement
to the photo and to point to the start of the
story. I added the quote box to balance
out the text.
“The secondary stories on the page
all have art to separate headlines,
breakup the text and to add balance to
the finished design. In our sports section,
we add story tags to all the articles except
the sports editor’s column.
These story tags serve our readers by
making it easier to identify the sport, day
and team. They also add another visual
point of entry to the page,” Briana
concluded. Her comments show how our
page designers invest detailed thought to
the importance and flavor of each story.
Good design takes time and effort but it
can greatly enhance the reader’s desire
to read even the longest story. But
consistent creative design requires a
commitment from the designer, the
news room, staff photographers and
management. It requires regular training
and a real passion by all involved to
provide the community with only the best
designed pages. Still, it can be worth it.
Many potential readers decide if they’re
going to pick up a community paper by
the design of the front page and continue
to read it because of the layout of the
inside pages.
— Peter W. Wagner is publisher of the award
winning N1West Iowa REVIEW and 14
additional publications. He is a newspaper
industry “Idea Man” and noted conference
trainer. He can be contacted with questions or
comments at pww@iowainformation.com .

Postal rates could climb significantly
with new rate-setting approach

P

If adopted, the total cumulative increases
ublishers could see an extreme rise in their
mailing costs in the next five years because of could be imposing. Assuming CPI stays at 2
recently proposed changes to the current price percent per year for the next five years, after
structure for Marketing Mail and Periodicals. five years the proposed 2 percent increase
would result in a 21.67 percent increase after
On December 1, 2017, the Postal Regulatory
compounding (more than twice the increase
Commission (PRC) concluded a year-long review of
allowable under today’s price cap). Add the
the current system for regulating rates for marketdominant classes of mail, including Marketing Mail separate 1 percent for efficiency and service,
and the cumulative increase after five years
(Total Market Coverage products) and Periodicals
(both In and Outside County). Most importantly, the could be 27.6 percent. Thus, in five years,
newspapers that mail Total Market Coverage
PRC ruled that the current Consumer Price Index
(TMC) products could see rates that are 27.6
(CPI) price cap system has not (1) ensured the
percent higher than today. In contrast, under
financial health of the Postal Service, (2) allowed
the current rate cap structure, rates for Total
rates to cover costs for some classes, or (3) fostered
Market Coverage products (4.0 ounces; HD
high-quality service standards.
Plus; DDU entry) experienced a cumulative
To fix these failures, the PRC proposes major
rate decrease of 12.5 percent over the last
changes to the current price cap system, which has
five years.
largely kept rates reasonable and predictable over the
For “underwater” products, such as
last 10 years. First, it would allow the Postal Service
Periodicals,
the PRC is proposing even higher
to raise rates by a “supplemental” 2 percent (above
rate increases. Again assuming 2 percent
the CPI price cap) per mail class per year for five
annual inflation, Periodicals rates — both for
years. Second, it would allow an extra 1 percent
In and Outside County — could rise by more
“performance-based” increase per year indefinitely
than 40 percent after five years.
based on certain measures of operational efficiency
If the U.S. Postal Service uses its newand service quality standards. Third, for mail that
does not cover its costs — which is the case for both found authority to raise rates in this way, the
In and Outside County Periodicals — an additional 2 proposed rate-setting system would be very
damaging for newspapers that mail TMCs and
percent would be allowed any time they are still
newspapers.
“underwater” when rates are increased.
— Reprinted from NewsMedia Alliance
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By BLAIR KAMIN

More newspapers are departing their
landmark homes, and why that matters

P

represented,” Randy Evans, a former Des
Moines Register editor and now executive
director of the Iowa Freedom of
Information Council, wrote in an email.
“It’s difficult to make that same
connection when the newspaper is merely
a tenant tucked into an office building
somewhere.”

rinter’s ink still coursed through the
veins of the structure where I landed
my first real job in journalism — The
Des Moines Register & Tribune Building, a
beaux-arts high-rise that was later sheathed
in modernist glass and metal. The place was
an architectural mishmash when I worked
there in the mid-1980s, but it burst with
character.
The fourth-floor newsroom shook when
printing presses in the basement churned out
copies of The Register, which billed itself as
“The Newspaper Iowa Depends Upon.”
Sidewalk passers-by could peer through big
glass walls and see those thundering
machines and pressmen who folded
newsprint into cute paper hats. Each night,
small trucks would queue up at the building’s
loading dock, ready to ferry the first edition to
the far-flung corners of the state so farmers
and townspeople could read it with their
morning coffee.
Last year, that same 14-story office
building became R&T Lofts, a stack of 164
rental apartments whose assorted floor plans
have cutesy, journalism-themed names like
“Scoop” and “Byline.” The way for that
transformation was paved in 2013 when The
Register departed its home of 95 years to
another downtown building where it’s simply
one of many tenants.
And so it goes: Battered by the migration
of readers and advertising to the web, and
keen to milk valuable downtown real estate
for much-needed cash, more news
organizations are severing their ties with
buildings that endowed them with a civic
identity on a par with banks, city halls and
courthouses. Their diminished architectural

stature comes at an especially bad time as
President Donald Trump batters the media
for supposedly reporting “fake news” and
calls them an “enemy of the American
people.”
Architectural visibility matters, even if
its absence won’t stop journalists from
getting to the bottom of things.
This shift came into fresh focus last
month when Tribune reporter Bill Ruthhart
and I disclosed that the owners of Tribune
Tower, Los Angeles-based CIM Group and
Golub & Co. of Chicago, plan to convert the
flamboyant neo-Gothic skyscraper, one of
the nation’s great newspaper buildings, into
condominiums as part of a plan that also
calls for a 1,388-foot hotel-condo high-rise
to rise behind the Tower. The Tribune is
scheduled to move its newsroom to the old
Prudential Building, a stolid mid-20thcentury skyscraper just north of Millennium
Park, before June 30.
Some observers lament this fading of
news outfits into the urban woodwork,
saying it makes them seem less visible and
more remote.
“You couldn’t move through downtown
Des Moines or downtown Chicago without
connecting these newspaper buildings with
the community institutions they

Like other businesses, newspapers
have never shied from using architecture
to advertise themselves. Not for nothing
did Col. Robert McCormick, the Tribune’s
editor and publisher, shell out for the
flying buttresses and pinnacles that
adorned his storied 1925 skyscraper.
Inspired by French Gothic cathedrals, the
design by architects Raymond Hood and
John Mead Howells suggested that
journalism was a higher calling.
Such ornate flourishes masked the
underlying identity of early newspaper
buildings: They were “vertical factories”
where journalists wrote and edited stories,
compositors set metal type, pressmen ran
presses and a variety of delivery methods
(newsboys, horse-drawn vans and, later,
trucks) brought the finished product to a
mass audience.
The prime example: New York’s
“Newspaper Row,” where a lineup of
imposing towers, including Joseph
Pulitzer’s domed World Building of 1890,
stood watch over the comparatively
diminutive, City Hall.
Each tower was a “palace of
production as well as the headquarters
that created a message on the skyline of
the importance of the paper,” said Carol
Willis, director of New York’s Skyscraper
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Museum, which in 2012 mounted an
exhibition on New York newspaper
buildings.
For decades, newspapers remained
prominent architectural presences in their
cities — even as new buildings replaced
old ones, styles shifted from traditional to
modern, and off-site printing presses made
it easier to get papers to readers in the
suburbs. Newspaper buildings even entered
the realm of American popular culture. The
1930 Daily News Building in New York, an
art deco landmark by Tribune Tower coarchitect Raymond Hood, served as the set
of the fictional Daily Planet newspaper in
the 1978 Superman movie.
But the rise of the World Wide Web
and social media have stripped newspapers
of the readers and advertising dollars that
once made them rich and powerful. In some
cases, their buildings became expendable
or they moved out, as the Daily News did in
the mid-1990s (its former home remains an
office building). Typically, the departures
have led to one of two outcomes.
The first, demolition, has leveled
modernist buildings such as the bargelike
Chicago Sun-Times Building at 401 N.
Wabash Ave., which came down for
Trump’s glistening Chicago hotel and condo
tower, and the boxy Washington Post
building, by Albert Kahn Associates. Both
were no great loss. The wrecking of another
modernist box, the bayfront Miami Herald
building (by Chicago architects Naess &
Murphy, who also did the Sun-Times
building) was tougher to stomach.
Preservationists prized the Herald building
as an example of the colorful, tropically
influenced style they call Miami Modern
(“MiMo”). Another demolition victim: The
longtime home of the Indianapolis Star,
which came down in 2015.
The second outcome, conversion to a
new use, is exemplified by the
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transformation of the old Des Moines
Register building into apartments and the
2015 reopening of the eclectic Cincinnati
Enquirer Building as two hotels. The old
Enquirer building retains its 1920s allure,
especially in the handsomely restored
public areas of its first floor, where visitors
encounter colorful vaulted ceilings and a
rich array of stone carvings. Such
recycling efforts breathe new life into
distinctive, often beloved, structures that
have woven themselves into the fabric of
urban life.

displays the newspaper’s nameplate. But
such touches can’t disguise the fact that
the digital age has disrupted the design
identity of newspapers, not just their
business model.

Whether newspapers’ former
buildings are demolished or remade,
however, their new homes tend to be mere
containers rather than impressive
architectural statements. Some dispense
altogether with the traditional model of
being close to downtown sources of power.

In recent years, The New York Times is
the lone major American newspaper to
have erected an ambitious work of
architecture. But its sleek, the Renzo
Piano designed high-rise, which opened in
2007 with a large-scale likeness of the
newspaper’s Gothic nameplate
emblazoned above its entrance, reflects
the newspaper industry’s travails as much
as it represents an exception to them. The
Times in 2009 had to make a “saleleaseback” deal that involved selling part
of its stake in the building, which it had
co-developed, and leasing back office
space. It has since moved to consolidate
its offices within the 52-story structure.

The Herald now occupies an
unremarkable two-story office building in
a suburban business park. That’s quite a
change from the architectural muscle of
the old Herald building. As the
newspaper’s Andres Viglucci wrote in
2015, it “was built to be nearly
indestructible, to keep the presses
running even after a hit from the strongest
of hurricanes, and, not incidentally, to
remind everyone in its vicinity… of the
power of those presses in the affairs of
the city.”
The Sun-Times has taken a similar
path, moving last year from a hulking
riverfront high-rise at 350 N. Orleans St.,
where large letters spelled out its name on
the facade, to a renovated low-profile
building in the West Loop. The sign with
its name have been removed from its
previous home.
At least The Washington Post’s new
home, an office building near the White
House where it is a tenant, is prominently
located and a sign near the building’s top

As The Post’s Marc Fisher wrote in
2015, before the news organization left its
old home: “The Post, like most American
newspapers, is moving to a sleeker,
cleaner place, part of a cultural and
industrial pivot, from paper to screen, from
daily to constant, from hand delivery to
social sharing.”

Symbols count. It’s why the U.S.
Capitol has a dome and churches have
spires. To be sure, news organizations can
produce great work even if they’re tenants
in ordinary buildings rather than the
owners of extraordinary ones; the recent
run of revelatory investigative reporting
about Trump and other figures attests to
that. But the exit from structures that long
symbolized their watchdog role hurts
nonetheless. Lacking a memorable
physical presence, embattled news
organizations will have to work that much
harder to keep the importance of their
enterprise fixed in the public mind.
— Reprinted from AAIND
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By JIM CONAGHAN

Young, old and in-between: newspaper
platform readers ages are well-distributed

T

here’s a myth that newspaper readers are greying.
Data suggest this narrative is fatally flawed.
Each year, Nielsen Scarborough conducts
extensive interviews with over 204,000 adults across
the country, in markets large and small, to collect data
on media usage habits, consumption patterns and
purchasing habits. This database is widely-used by
advertising media planners to target audiences for
their clients and by media companies in advertising
sales efforts.
A quick look at the median age of the survey
respondents yields some interesting comparisons. The
median age for all 204,000 respondents (only adults are
interviewed) is 47.6 years (see table). The median age of a
person reading a daily print newspaper is 57.9, which is
younger than the median age for those who watched The
Weather Channel (58.9), and the Fox News Channel
(58.4) in the past week. The median age for those who
read the print newspaper on Sunday (56.7) is slightly
younger than the MSNBC viewer during the past
7 days (57.5).
On cumulative basis across a typical week, the
median age of the newspaper print audience is 53.5,
younger than that for those who typically watch national/
network television news (55.8) or local television evening
news (55.1). It is also younger than viewers of CNN —
including Headline News — CNBC, and those who listen
to radio news/talk programming. And a person who uses
both print newspapers and engages with newspaper
digital content is younger still, at 49.6 years.
A typical adult who goes online during a month has a
median age of 43.8. Newspaper digital platforms engage
adults whose average age is younger than that overall
online population. For example, the median age of those
who visited any newspaper website in the past month is
41.4. Those who used a mobile device to engage with
newspaper media have a median age of 38.6, younger
than that for Facebook (41.3) or the Huffington Post
(39.4). And those who use only a mobile device

exclusively for newspaper digital content — not a desktop or laptop computer
— are younger still, with a median age of 34.7, not far from the average
Twitter user (34.3),
Overall, these data suggest the audiences engaged with newspaper
content — in print or on digital platforms — are well-distributed throughout
all age groups.
— Jim Conaghan is the Vice President of Research & Industry Analysis at News Media Alliance.
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By JESSIE SAMPSON

Research: Ad placement
affects memory retention

W

hy do ads
perform
better in
premium editorial
environments?
It’s no secret —
in fact, it’s the focus of
much research here at Newsworks
— that newspapers in both their
print and digital forms provide
advertisers with an engaged
context. Lumen eye-tracking
studies show us readers not only
engage with advertising content
across newspapers’ multiple
platforms, but aligning campaigns
with relevant editorial can
dramatically increase the attention
given to the accompanying ads.
Research indicates ads perform
better in a premium context.
In fact, various studies have
demonstrated how ads appearing
on premium publisher sites have
a positive impact on brand and
business metrics.

To do this, the research measured
participants’ brain responses to
identical ads in different contexts,
analysing a number of areas in the
brain to identify key metrics.

• Emotional intensity: Emotional
intensity relates to the strength
of emotion being experienced.
The results show that ads seen
in a premium context are:

Newsworks and Magnetic’s
whitepaper “The power of content”
summarises several of these recent
projects.
Further building on this body of
work, Newsworks and the Association
of Online Publishers teamed up with
neuroscience experts at Neuro-Insight
to understand more about why online
ads performed better on premium
editorial sites. What’s happening in
the brain when consumers are
exposed to ads in different online
environments?

These were:

• Viewed for longer periods of
time (+17%).

• Long-term memory encoding:
Memory encoding is key because
it correlates with decisionmaking and purchase intent. It is
measured for both left brain
(detail and language) and right
brain (more global aspects of
processing).
• Engagement: Engagement is an
indicator of how involved people
are and is generally triggered by
material of personal relevance.

• Create 29% higher engagement
(personal relevance).
• Generate greater levels of left
brain (+42%) and right brain (+
9%) memory encoding than ads
on social media (Facebook and
YouTube).
When ads are seen within a
premium context, they also elicit
stronger, more positive emotional
responses.
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We Need Your Support!
While social media is associated
with high levels of immediate
attention, the study indicates this is
not creating engagement (personal
relevance) or being converted into
long-term brand memories to the
same extent as on premium sites.

NEW YORK
PUBLIC NOTICES
newyorkpublicnotices.com

NEWYORKPUBLICNOTICES.COM
However, the good news for
advertisers is that premium
editorial sites and social media
sites elicit complementary
response patterns.
Social media provides a holistic,
visual, overall brand impression, while
premium contexts stimulates high
levels of left brain memory encoding
and engagement. Even better, both
premium sites and social media
outperform general free browsing. So,
it’s worth paying attention to where ads
appear, as well as the audience brands
want to target.
“We already knew that context
was important for digital ad
performance. Now we know that it is
because the brain processes ads
differently depending on where they
are encountered,” said Newsworks’
CEO Vanessa Clifford. “It’s not
enough to find the right audience,
people need to see ads in an
environment that is conducive to
memory encoding if we are to build
brands longer term and maximise
effectiveness. Premium editorial
sites provide that highly valuable
context.”
Jessie Sampson is communications
manager at Newsworks in London,
United Kingdom. She can be reached at
Jessie.Sampson@newsworks.org.uk.
— Reprinted from INMA

NewYorkPublishNotices.com is a joint
venture of the New York Press Association,
the New York News Publishers
Association, and American Lawyer Media
(publishers of the New York Law Journal).
The website is a public service made
possible by the newspapers of New York.
The website needs to evolve into a
comprehensive database of public notices
published throughout the state —
It can become that only if all newspapers
upload all of their notices.
The website will be a tool in
our quest to keep public
notices in print newspapers.
We need your support —
if you need help with the
procedures for uploading
notices, please contact
jill@nynewspapers.com.
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By JANET DEGEORGE — Classified Executive Training for NNA

How to improve relationships
with your real estate advertisers

W

hy is it that so many newspapers have a
love/hate relationship with their real
estate advertisers? Classified real estate
advertising usually makes up one-third or more of
the classified inches. How do we keep this large
segment of our advertising happy and healthy?
What do real estate agents want from
newspapers? That’s easy. They want us to get their
phones to ring. Newspapers don’t sell homes; real
estate agents sell homes. Our job at the newspaper
is to provide an advertising atmosphere of service
and results. And results to real estate agents means
we get their phones ringing with not only home
buyers, but more importantly, home sellers.
Here are just five ways you can improve
relationships with these very important clients.
1. IMPROVE YOUR REAL ESTATE
PRODUCTS IN PRINT AND ONLINE

So many newspapers are blind to the fact that
their real estate product should be coffee table
perfect. It is our job to get our readers to notice the
real estate section and want to pull it out and look
through it. This means you must have a stand-alone
real estate section. No matter how small the market,
there is always enough going on in real estate to
provide a weekly and/or monthly product you can be
proud of. Is the cover of the product something that
will make any reader stop, look and be compelled to
look further into the product?
What about online? Don’t spend more than you
need to. They all do the same thing — search the
multiple listing service. Check out
FrontDoorHomes.net at $295 a month turnkey. An
example of the product is at www.QCHomes.com.
That is less than $10 a day and, they will design it
to match your print product for online/print synergy.
2. IMPROVE YOUR REAL ESTATE
ADVERTORIAL

Hopefully you have more in your real estate
section than ads. When your precious readers look
to your newspaper to find their new dream home,
they are also looking for pertinent information to
help them with their decision, in print and online.
Q&As are always a big hit with readers. Where
do you get these? From the real estate agents

themselves. Have weekly Free Realtor™ Profiles, a
nice half-page with a great glamour shot and Q&As on
why that real estate agent loves his or her job. Readers
love this format.
Always be promoting the board of Realtors™ and
use a real estate agent to sell a home. Your board will
have great articles on its site to use as fillers or a
weekly story. The key is, keep it as local as possible
for the most reader interest.

real estate. Although your outside reps often only have
time to build relationships with the major companies in
town, your inside reps could be working with the
hundreds of independent realtors in your market.
Your outside rep should work at building strong
relationships with the real estate community, attend the
real estate board meetings and get involved in their
charity events. Both the classified manager and
advertising director (and whenever possible, the
publisher), should have quarterly meetings with the top
brokers of their market, as well as the Board of Realtor
president and directors.
The key is involvement, relationship building, and
a true understanding of their needs.
5. YOUR RATES & REALTOR PROMOTIONS

3. BROKERS, AGENTS, INDEPENDENTS

If you are not completely sure what all those terms
mean when it comes to your real estate section, it’s
time you learned.
A real estate agent is a person licensed by the
Department of Real Estate to handle real estate sales.
A broker, also licensed by the state, is the person who
may own a real estate company or who has overall
responsibility for the agent’s actions. The agent or
broker will have had to take real estate courses and
pass an exam before he or she could become licensed
to practice. Real estate agents are the foot soldier of
the real estate business. They show the houses and get
the listings. An agent must have a state license and be
supervised by a real estate broker.
There are also hundreds of “independent” real
estate agents in every market who are not connected
with big-name companies like Coldwell Banker or
ReMax. And often, no one from the newspaper
contacts them because they do not have the “big
name.” This is a big mistake as often it is the
independent real estate agent that has more need to
advertise their services and their listings to the
mainstream market.
Learn more about Realtors™ at www.Realtor.org.
This site is jam packed with information that is
important to the success of a Realtor.
4. YOUR REAL ESTATE SALES REP(S)

Unless you are in a small community with few
homes for sale, I suggest you have an outside sales rep
dedicated to real estate, apartment rentals, new
homebuilding and mortgage services (banks, title
companies, mortgage brokers, etc.). Because real
estate can be a high-maintenance category, it is also
important to have an inside sales staff dedicated to

It is imperative that you understand the way each
broker, agent or independent real estate agent buys
advertising. At some companies, only the broker
approves the advertising, while charging each
participating real estate agent their share of the cost. At
others, it is the job of each agent to decide on their own
advertising needs.
How much you charge and how much they spend
often depend on the home prices in your area and the
average time a home sells. The higher the price of the
home, the more commission the agent will make and
the more willing he or she is to spend on advertising.
Remember, real estate agents are on 100 percent
commission and are always juggling their finances.
Your real estate rates and specials need to adjust to
the supply and demand in your market. If the average
home is selling beyond 30 days, then your real estate
agents will appreciate a great frequency rate. If homes
are selling quickly, then change your special to
fantastic short-term programs.
BOTTOM LINE

There is no reason not to have a mutually satisfying
relationship with your real estate community. Following
the five steps above is just a start. It takes regular
communication and an in-depth knowledge of their needs
to keep real estate agents happy. Make it a priority to
meet with your real estate board president on a monthly
basis over lunch. Attend real estate meetings regularly to
keep up with their current trends, and give them a
product that will make their phones ring while also
making sure your readers view your newspaper as the
main source of homes for sale. © Janet DeGeorge 2017
— Janet DeGeorge is president of Classified
ExecutiveTraining.com, which specializes in the sales training,
rates and design of print and online Classifieds. She can be
reached at 602-717-7473.
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By VICTOR OCASIO — NewsDay

Schneps Communications buys Noticia

S

chneps Communications, publisher
community newspapers and news web
sites including the Long Island Press
and Queens Courier, has acquired
Long Island Spanish-language newspaper
Noticia.
Schneps, which bought the Long Island
Press in April, completed the purchase of
the weekly newspaper earlier this month.
Schneps also owns El Correo of NY, a
Spanish-language newspaper that covers
Brooklyn, Queens, Manhattan and the
Bronx.
Schneps is owned and operated by the
mother-son team of Victoria Schneps-Yunis
and Josh Schneps.
Noticia, the Baldwin-based Spanish
language weekly newspaper which was
started out of a one-bedroom apartment in
Hempstead in 1991 by William and Vicky
Diaz, covers local and national news, and
sports, politics and business on Long Island.
“They founded that paper over 25 years
ago and they are very committed to the
Latino and Hispanic communities of
Long Island and have

Silvana Diaz, owner and publisher of Noticia, seen here on Oct. 6 , 2014. Photo Credit: Uli Seit

really built a wonderfully respected
newspaper and website and digital
presence,” Schneps-Yunis said. “We feel
that the Hispanic community is growing and
we are thrilled to be able do what we’re
doing in New York City on Long Island.”
Silvana Diaz, a Baldwin
resident and former co-owner
of Noticia, will serve as
publisher of both Noticia
and El Correo of NY, which
will go from publishing bi-

weekly print editions to weekly editions. Diaz
co-owned the paper with her sister Cinthia,
who will now serve as production manager
under the new owners.
“I am very excited about this acquisition
and the ability to work with Schneps,” said
Silvana Diaz, who took over ownership of her
parent’s publication in 2009. “When the
opportunity came late last year to join forces
with Schneps and their family business, it just
seemed not only like the perfect timing, but
also the right fit for us,” she said.
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We are looking for the perfect fit!

The Cortland Standard is seeking
an Advertising / Marketing Director
to join their team!

Cortland is the county seat at the
crossroads between Syracuse, Ithaca
and Binghamton, home to a state
university, a not-for-profit hospital,
manufacturers and four ski resorts
within a short drive. The picturesque
area offers a variety of outdoor
pursuits, and a vibrant cultural scene
centered on a historic downtown that
has seen tens of millions of dollars of
investment recently. See more at this
link: http://bit.ly/2E722XO
Salary is commensurate with
experience. The Cortland Standard
offers several health insurance
options, life insurance and a 401(k)
plan in addition to salary.

2850 Village Dr., Suite 102
Fayetteville, NC 28304
www.newspaperconsultants.com

Send resume, cover letter and
references to: Cortland Standard,
attn:
Evan
Geibel,
Publisher,
P.O Box 5548, Cortland, NY 13045 or
email: egeibel@cortlandstandard.net

This issue of ‘NewBeat’ was printed by

New York Press Association

No phone calls please.

With the impending retirement of
its longtime advertising director, the
Cortland Standard is seeking a
manager of print and digital
advertising sales to pursue new
revenue opportunities such as
community events and market the
company in innovative ways.

czalewski@nynewspapers.com

PA

Send resume and salary requirements
to jobs@newspaperconsultants.com
or fax to 910-323-9280.

The Cortland Standard is a 6,000
circulation independent, family-owned
daily newspaper (Mon-Sat. p.m.) with
a 150 year history and weekly TMC
product in Cortland, N.Y., at the
gateway to the Finger Lakes in Central
New York..

518-464-6483

621 Columbia Street Ext., Suite 100
Cohoes, NY 12047
www.nynewspapers.com

Advantage Newspaper Consultants,
an industry leader selling millions of
dollars in customized print and digital
advertising packages for newspapers
across the US and Canada each year,
seeks an experienced Media Analyst
(Advertising Sales Representative).
Candidate must be willing to travel for
up to six weeks at a time to various
newspaper
markets
and
sell
advertisements in conjunction with
newspaper sales teams. No relocation
required. Excellent benefits, monthly
salary plus commissions. Newspaper
experience preferred.

NYPA offers group coverage for workers’ comp
through the NY State Insurance Fund.
Qualified participants are eligible for
a 15% advance discount and
a 30% year-end dividend.
If you’re paying too much for workers’
compensation insurance, contact
Carol at NYPA today for more information.

